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Let’s face it; hotel breakfast buffets are often the best part of staying 
at a hotel.  Our research* even suggests that quality and variety in 

buffets often is the key to a successful overall hotel satisfaction sur-
vey score. And the zesty magic starts in the heart of your hotel: in 

your kitchen! 

THE KEY IS THE



ALWAYS STAY

By working with great taste, using surprise and delight you can actu-
ally enhance your customer loyalty. We asked regular hotel visitors 
what kind of food and what tastes would make a hotel memorable. 
We also interviewed hotel chain representatives on need for solu-

tions. Based on our results we created this tailored concept for you.

 



SUCCEED IN YOUR

The key for success is to achieve a profitable long-term relationship 
with pleased guests. By having a strong focus on novelty when it co-
mes to dishes and flavours and by standing out, you will be selected 

and recommended again and again.
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Hotels & Buffets is your tool for using flavourings with the aim to 
accelerate your business. With great recipes and new ideas! And with 
interesting flavours and combinations that provide a desirable surpri-

se effect.

The concept is based on insights and is all about making your bre-
akfast buffet a most memorable part of a guest stay. It’s also the 

fast lane in how to serve and vary a lunch buffet to attract returning 
guests, also in the context of events and conferences. Are you ready 

for the details?

GET READY TO STAND OUT
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EARLY SENSATIONS  
BECOME SWEET MEMORIES

Breakfast
Fresh. Salty. Spicy. Sour. Include every taste in your breakfast buffets! 

It’s the details and the delicious dishes  that distinguish your hotel 
from other hotels and here. Invite your guests to indulge.

”At first, I eat with my eyes!“











GET READY TO

STAND OUT
Irrisistable buffet is your tool for using flavourings with the aim to accelerate your 

business. With great recipes and new ideas! And with interesting flavours and 
combinations that provide a desirable surprise effect.

The concept is based on insights and is all about making your breakfast buffet a 
most memorable part of a guest stay. It’s also the fast lane in how to serve and 
vary a lunch buffet to attract returning guests, also in the context of events and 

conferences. Are you ready for the details?

When evaluating the hotel after staying in one, 

    there are two criterias most crucial: 

      food & Service!



LEARN THE TRICK TO BE  
DISCOVERED AND REMEMBERED

All insights are based on thorough research. An end-user and consumer research were conducted in Russia and Poland*: in total 32 four- & five-starred hotels, interviewing chefs and 
purchasing responsible. Also focus groups and interviews with regular hotel visitors on habits, key choice criterion for choosing a hotel and d emands for wanting to return**.  

To solve the challenge we created this target concept: Hotels & Buffets 

Food has and important influence 
on how guests evaluate their hotel stay.

Guests want to indulge and want variety. 
Novelty and surprise effects are desirable, 
memorable food experiences are vital for 
them choosing to come back. 

Routine and repeatability are 
the worst enemies of food in hotels. 

Food is extremely important in the context 
of an event or conference.

ILLUSTRATION

ILLUSTRATION

ILLUSTRATION

ILLUSTRATION





VARIETY AND  
THE HUNGER FOR MORE

Lunch 
Flavour up your lunch buffet and introduce new interesting 
dishes and surprising tastes. By adding something new you 

make new great combinations possible and a sense of novelty 
is priceless.

       ”It’s desirable that there is a 

    buffet for lunch. With a varied choice of cuisine 

European, Russian and Italian. 
    That is what I wish and what I will choose.”















YOUR RESULTS
CONCEPTS TO BOOST

CALL US! 
+00 000 000 00

Santa Maria is a major supplier of spices and international food con-
cepts, operating in all European countries. Taste is our passion – and 
with concept testing surveys we turn our unique ideas into winning, 
profitable concepts. Discover all of them on our website! Curious on 

how Hotels & Buffets can increase your sales?


